OUR PASSION.
YOUR SPORT.
FOOTBALL.

WHY GREENFIELDS MAKES THE DIFFERENCE:
•
•
•
•

Innovation inspired by nature
Passion for your game
Green fields by GreenFields
Turnkey solutions  

OUR PASSION FOR BEING THE BEST.
YOUR PERFORMANCE.
Football is the most widely played and most popular

to challenge the boundaries of quality, sustainability

sport in the world. It is an emotional sport which people

and performance in football turf technology.

love and enjoy throughout their lives. A great game of
football can be a thrilling experience made even better
by a great playing surface.
GreenFields is proud to play a role in helping to
improve the football experience for people around the
world. Our desire for players to have the best possible
experience fuels our innovative mind-set and drives us

GreenFields have created an unparalleled range of
football turf systems that meet the unique demands
of any customer and provide the best playing
characteristics for everybody, anywhere.

OUR PASSION FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES.
YOUR FIELD INSPIRED BY NATURE.
Throughout the years our innovative approach has

“Innovation inspired by nature” stands for our

been inspired by nature. It has resulted in GreenFields

persistent ambition to develop the most natural looking

becoming the leading synthetic turf company with the

synthetic turf in the world. This approach has taken

most original and technologically advanced product

GreenFields to the pinnacle of world sport, and is a

portfolio on the market. Whether it is GreenFields’

cornerstone for the continued success of our company.

v-slide, v-shape, TriMension or MX product, they have
all changed the boundaries of playing quality and
performance.

OUR PASSION FOR EXCELLENCE.
YOUR TURNKEY PROJECT.
It is not just the quality of the products that has
ensured GreenFields its market leading position today.
GreenFields has worked closely with its partners and
customers in order to offer a complete service package.
We provide a total service from design and consultancy
advice through to tailor made solutions and turnkey
projects.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
GreenFields has a Project Department which targets
selected international clients, such as the FIFA and
UEFA, and important individual turnkey projects.
Through the Project Department GreenFields’ services
are extended by offering project management, project
support, material sourcing, supply chain and logistics

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

management.

To maintain our market leading position GreenFields is

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION

constantly in contact with scientific research institutes,
laboratories, universities, partners and customers in
order to be at the cutting edge of new developments.

Our experienced team of technical advisors and
engineers have the depth of skill and expertise to

ensure a problem free delivery and installation of your

but only after the quality of the sub base and the shock

synthetic turf. The design of your scheme is based upon

absorption layer have been approved. GreenFields

local data provided by our sales partners, engineers and

manage the entire process from end to end.

you, the customer. All the information is translated into
a first draft of the scheme with details of surrounding

MAINTENANCE

elements. Each final design is made using CAD / CAM

Synthetic turf can save up to 75% of the man hours

technology to ensure precision for the installation of

typically required to maintain a grass pitch. However,

surrounding elements, the drainage system, the sub-

some essential maintenance is necessary to ensure you

base construction and the turf system.

maximize the playing characteristic and durability of

The sub-base and earthwork vary from continent to

your synthetic turf.

continent, country to country and even region to region.

GreenFields has developed a comprehensive

The advantage of a well-planned sub-base is that it

maintenance package which includes tools and

does not have to be rebuilt each time the turf itself is

equipment, maintenance training, maintenance manual,

replaced.

and a maintenance quality system to ensure you

The installation of synthetic turf can then take place

synthetic turf is always in the best possible condition.

OUR PASSION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.
YOUR GREEN FOOTPRINT.
GreenFields cares about the environment and takes

GREEN GENERATION – THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF

its responsibilities seriously. That is why we are

SYNTHETIC TURF

continuously aiming to improve the environmental
friendliness of all our activities and products.

GreenFields has developed a new patented weaving
technique. Through this manufacturing process it is

BALANCING MODERNISATION WITH GREEN

possible to use the materials from the same product

PRODUCTION PROCESSES

family; polypropylene and polyethylene. Because the

Our modern manufacturing facility sets a new industry
standard by establishing a perfect balance between
efficiency and clean production. GreenFields has

backing as well as the fibres are made of the same
environmentally friendly material it means that the
synthetic turf is 100% recyclable.

implemented technologies which have tangible benefits

Our patented weaving technique also offers many

for the environment; reduced energy and water

additional advantages compared to the conventional

consumption, reduced carbon dioxide emissions as well

method of producing synthetic turf. It allows for a

as reduced waste and wastewater.

better density (dTex) and an enhanced tuft binding

SOURCING - INSPIRATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

giving better playing resilience. The combination of
various fiber types and different fiber heights in one

Through the efficient selection of materials we strive to

system creates a more natural look and feel and even

minimize the environmental impact of components and

more importantly it enormously enhances the playing

products without compromising durability, function and

characteristics.

quality. We have an open dialogue with our partners and
suppliers to develop and supply sustainable products
and systems that are environmental friendly. For
example, all our fibers are made out of raw materials
that are free from any colour pigments based on heavy
metals making them suitable for installation in any
location.

OUR PASSION FOR PEOPLE.
YOUR RIGHT TO PLAY.
We truly believe that sport unites and we do understand

and NGOs, whilst providing advice on development,

the impact of sports. We see it as our duty to balance

investment and business strategy.

social responsibility with our development as a
company and therefore actively support organizations

HOMELESS WORLDCUP

such as streetfootballworld, Football Friends and as

The Homeless World Cup Foundation is a charity setup

partner of initiatives such as the FIFA Football for Hope

to support the local grass roots football projects based

campaign.

around an annual, international football tournament.

FOOTBALL FOR HOPE

The Homeless World Cup vision is for a healthy,
abundant, confident world where everyone has a home,

The Football for Hope movement was established in

a basic human need.The Homeless World Cup has

2005 by FIFA and streetfootballworld as part of their

triggered grass roots football projects in over 70 nations

strategic alliance. Its mission is to increase the impact

working withover 40,000 players all year round.

of football as a tool for social development, peace
and social change. “20 Centres for 2010”, the Official

FOOTBALL FRIENDS

Campaign of the 2010 FIFA World Cup™, is part of the

The Football Friends Foundation was created in order

Football for Hope movement and aims to construct 20

to help the younger generation in all the republics of

Football for Hope Centres across Africa that combine

former Yugoslavia to transform their lives and to help

sport, health and educational facilities.

heal the fragmented societies in which they are growing

STREETFOOTBALLWORLD

up. In cooperation with institutions like the British
Council and respective municipalities, Football Friends

streetfootballworld is a social profit organization

is facilitating educational initiatives in order to enhance

that links relevant actors in the field of development

the development of youths.

through football and coordinates the streetfootballworld
network that connects more than 80 local
initiatives worldwide. With the network’s support,
streetfootballworld develops approaches to social
challenges by working with governments, businesses

As a FIFA Preferred Producer, GreenFields goes beyond
the traditional supplier/installer scenario by continually
improving the quality of its integrated products and

ADVANTAGES FOOTBALL CLUBS CAN COUNT ON
•

instructions, information, support, tools and

services. Thanks to this approach GreenFields takes

equipment for the correct use and maintenance of

full responsibility for the production, installation and

Football Turf

maintenance of artificial football turf from inception to
completion.

•

A total quality concept of football turf systems
to protect the investment and to provide optimal

characteristics throughout the year
•

ball roll/speed, ball bounce and absorption

throughout the year

OUR PASSION FOR TOTAL QUALITY.
YOUR FIFA PREFERRED PRODUCER FOR FOOTBALL.

Reliable partner with worldwide experience taking

Complete service concept regarding construction,
installation and maintenance in order to gain value

consumers (clubs, member associations, players, the private sector, etc) when purchasing pitches,

for expenditure

specific quality, performance and safety standards.

•

and safety standards

As one of the first producers in the synthetic turf industry, GreenFields has been awarded the FIFA Preferred
Producer status. At GreenFields we see the FIFA Preferred Producer Program as a decisive step for the market and
industry in general. The concept fits our vision and philosophy to create perfect playing conditions all over the world.

•

Additional information, support and advice may be
requested from FIFA

Throughout the years we have adapted our organization on all levels accordingly by investing in the right people, the
organization structure, partnerships and production facilities.

climatic conditions

•

•

High level of service and standards in order to
provide long term playability and safety for playing
facilities and players

Football turf for a variety of uses: training, matches
and community events

•

Safe and suitable playing conditions for player
development or competitions

Football Turf of highest quality meeting FIFA’s
requirements in relation to quality, performance

Availability of a playing surface with consistent
playing characteristics all year round regardless of

and maintenance from inception to completion

FIFA’s overall objective with the FIFA Preferred Producer Initiative is to protect the interests of
and to ensure that football turf systems worldwide meet FIFA’s requirements with regard to

•

full responsibility for the production, installation

•

Football turf which looks, feels and plays like
natural turf and providing accurate ball control,

playing circumstances and characteristics

•

A total quality concept to protect the investment
and to provide optimal playing circumstances and

ADVANTAGES MUNICIPALITIES CAN RELY ON
•

Full maintenance package designed to provide

•

Tailor-made constructions adapted to local
requirements and demands providing extensive
usage though improved and constant playing
conditions all year round

OUR PASSION FOR DETAILS.
YOUR FOOTBALL TURF.
SYNTHETIC TURF WITH INFILL
XP

V-SHAPE / V-SLIDE

The XP fibre offers superior playing comfort with a natural appearance and a soft

GreenFields developed a natural looking fibre: a V-shaped fibre, inspired by nature,

surface for players. What makes this fibre authentic is the extraordinary durability.

replicating the shape of natural grass. The patented V-shape with a backbone

Even after more than 50.000 cycles no wear is visible because of its high split

provides resilience and strength at the same time. Due to the shape and the

resistance. As a result XP synthetic turf systems are far more resistant to constant

strength of the backbone, the ball is carried by the fibres leaving enough space for

wear than any other fibrillated grass fibre available today. Therefore it is most

the players to get their foot under the ball. This allows players to kick the ball in

suitable for futsal pitches, mini-pitches, multi-purpose pitches and full size pitches

a natural way. In combination with a natural look and feel and a soft and natural

where heavy traffic is common and no control on the kind of footwear is possible.

touch, players will enjoy the game just like on natural turf, but with the extended
advantages of synthetic turf.

SLIDE PRO / SLIDE PRO XT

TRIMENSION

GreenFields synthetic turf systems with slide pro fibers set a new standard for

TriMension systems consist of fiber combinations whereas the trilobal shaped

the long lasting performance of sports surfaces. The core of the slide pro fibre

fibre, as a supportive fibre, is manufactured lower than the main playing fibre. As a

functions as a flexible spine providing a high resilience even after heavy use. As a

result the ball is carried by the trilobal fibres leaving enough space for the players

consequence the slide pro systems provide excellent playing qualities especially

to kick a ball as they are used to. TriMension systems offer great playability as

when it comes to ball roll. Through the duo-tone make up and the softness of the

the elastic resistance and the structured function of the fibres offer superior ball

fibres, these systems offer everything players desire. But the slide pro does not

roll, perfect ball bounce, natural resistance, and a sliding friendly surface, even

only look good when new -it will keep its natural look and feel after intensive play

after extensive use. Players will experience TriMension football turf systems like

and extensive use.

“coming home”.

EVOLUTION XQ

MX

The Evolution XQ is another fiber offered by GreenFields with a shape that is quite

With a tradition of commitment to the design and development of sustainable

similar to natural grass: an arch-shaped fiber with a durable backbone providing

synthetic turf systems, GreenFields has developed the real next generation

resilience and strength at the same time. The polymer of the fibre is based on

of football turf – MX Green Generation. Based upon a new patented triple

TenCate XQ™ Technology resulting in an exceptional split resistance compared to

“W-weaving” technique in combination with environmentally safe and healthy

conventional turf fibres. The combination of all these characteristics enhances the

materials, this new synthetic turf design is 100% recyclable. Furthermore,

performance of the sporting surface in view of ball-roll, ball bounce, resistance,

compared to the conventional tufting method, this patented weaving technique

and sliding friendliness. As a consequence players will enjoy the game just like on

enables a higher density up to 75.000 dTex, ensures an enhanced tuft binding and

natural turf, and that’s what it is all about.

allows for a combination of 6 different fibre types and various fibre heights.

OUR PASSION FOR DETAILS.
YOUR FOOTBALL TURF.
SYNTHETIC TURF WITH INFILL

XP NF
Designed with the XP fibre as playing fibre and a polyethylene rooting zone, this
non-infill turf system provides the most durable characteristics and constant
performance throughout the year - even with little maintenance. Therefore, this
non-infill synthetic turf is preferred for futsal pitches, mini-pitches, and full
size pitches, especially for public playing fields with heavy traffic and where
maintenance is not common.

SLIDE PRO NF
Through the combination of the slide pro fibre and a nylon rooting zone a new
standard is set for long lasting performance with high playing quality, especially
when it comes to ball roll. Through the duo-tone make up and the softness of the
fibres, this system offers everything players desire: a natural look and feel, a soft
and natural touch, and playing characteristics that come very close to playing on
natural grass. Due to the flexible spine of the slide pro fibre these systems provide
resilience and playability even after intensive play and extensive use.

NF
The NF product reflects GreenFields’ innovative ambition to use nature as
model and create a sustainable playing surface which reproduces the structural
characteristics of natural turf as realistic as possible. It offers superior playing
comfort with a natural appearance and a soft surface for players to show off their
technique and skills. The high density of the fibres coupled with two heights of fibre
provide truly natural playability characteristics all year through.

XTRAGRASS: BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
The synthetic turf fibres are woven into a partially biogradable backing, which creates a grid of large uniform
voids through which grass plants roots can grow and
moisture and nutrients flow. Made of a pre-formed

•

The open structure avoids compaction, which can
be enhanced by additions in the lower rootzone.

•

XtraGrass™ allows traditional turf management
practices to be carried out.

•

Due to the higher stability of the pitch, pitches can
be used for different sports, such as rugby and
soccer.

•

Excellent playability in poor weather conditions due
to excellent stability and water permeability.

•

The synthetic turf fibres have a green ‘natural
grass-like’ appearance and protect root zone and
grass plants.

•

Easy to replace damaged areas without having to

woven synthetic turf fabric it allows natural grass
plants to grow through the woven fabric, increasing the
strength of the sward in the top 70mm.
THE ADVANTAGES OF XTRAGRASS
•

OUR PASSION FOR DETAILS.
YOUR FIELD BEYOND SYNTHETIC TURF.
REINFORCED NATURAL GRASS
Some football players like to play on synthetic turf
because of its constant playing characteristics, and
others prefer to play on natural turf because of
its authenticity. In practice, football pitches are a
compromise between the preference of the players, the
demands of heavy use, and the conditions for growing
natural grass. So why not combine the best of both
systems?

XtraGrass™ is GreenFields’ patented grass
reinforcement system in which natural grass grows
through a specially woven synthetic turf fabric. As a
so-called “hybrid system” XtraGrass™ helps to stabilize
the pitch and provides added strength and wear
characteristics to natural grass.

The stability of the pitch is enhanced substantially
by combining the strengths of synthetic and natural
turf.

•

Increased hours of use on natural turf: up to 1000
hours of playing time can be achieved with the
correct maintenance program.

•

Easy to install with no specialist equipment
required and utilizing a high proportion of local
labour.

relay the entire pitch.

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

OUR PASSION FOR TOTAL SOLUTIONS.
YOUR FOOTBALL TURF SYSTEM.
The properties of the individual components of a

surrounding elements, the drainage system, the sub-

football turf system are not a measure for performance.

base construction and the turf system.

It is not just the turf, or the infill or the shock pad. The
quality of a synthetic turf system is determined by the
know-how to combine the individual elements into a
total system.
This implies a multi-disciplinary approach to improve
continually all the elements of a synthetic turf system
and involvement of suppliers in the design and

The overall management of a project is done by
GreenFields’ Project Department. Through this
department service and support is provided in view
of supply chain, logistics management and human
resources.
SUB-BASE CONSTRUCTION

development of products. GreenFields has forged

The sub-base and earthwork vary from continent to

partnerships and alliances to increase the impact

continent, country to country and even region to region.

and sustainability of innovative technologies into the

The advantage of a well-planned sub-base is that it

development of new football turf systems.That’s why

does not have to be rebuilt each time the turf itself is

we partner with companies from various industries to

replaced.

INSTALLATION

A good stable and suitable base is extremely important

The installation of synthetic turf can and will only take

for the overall quality of the pitch and its lifespan. The

place after the quality of the sub base and eventually

construction is done by a local GreenFields office or

the shock absorption layer have been approved.

develop and deliver innovative products.
PREPARATION AND TAILORMADE DESIGN
GreenFields vision to create perfect playing conditions
all over the world, has driven us to adapt our
organization on all different levels.

with a local construction company under supervision
of GreenFields. On a regularly basis GreenFields’
supervisor will be present during construction and

GreenFields’ CI&M Department is the knowledge

check whether the work is done according to the design

center that controls the design and construction

and if the process is within the planned time schedule.

of each project. The design of the object is based
upon evaluation of the local data provided by our
sales partners, engineers and the customer. All the
information is translated by our CI&M Department into
a first draft of the object with details of surrounding
elements. Each final design is made with CAD / CAM
technology to ensure precision for the installation of

After realization of the sub-base and the surrounding
elements of the object and before the installation of
the synthetic turf, it will be necessary to check the
construction site on all dimensions and levels.

brushing session is done to ensure an even distribution
of the infill.
PERFORMANCE TEST
If an official test according to the requirements of a

Works starts with unrolling the rolls according to the

FIFA 1 or 2 Star is required, the test will be done by an

seaming plan. The rolls are rolled into place and the

accredited testing institute with their own measuring

edges of the rolls are cut. Before the workers start

equipment. If all test results fulfill the standards there

gluing them together seam tapes are laid under the

will be an official handover. After completing the forms

joins between the strips of turf. After all the strips of

with all the test data the certificate for the synthetic turf

turf have been glued together, the pitch lines are cut

pitch will be issued by FIFA.

out and the lines, penalty spot and centre spot are
glued into position.

Field performance can also be tested by the customer.
With GreenFields’ Floortest FT5 important features

After the turf carpet has been laid the infill materials

which have an influence on performance, such as ball

(sand and rubber) are applied to the pitch in several

roll, ball bounce evenness and infill thickness can be

layers. After each layer is spread, the infill is brushed

measured.

between the fibers and finally another spreading and

OUR PASSION FOR PERFORMANCE.
YOUR CONTROL OVER MAINTENANCE.
Synthetic turf can save up to 75% of the man hours
typically required to maintain a grass pitch. However,
some essential maintenance is necessary to ensure
you maximize the playing characteristic and durability
of your synthetic turf. GreenFields has developed
a comprehensive maintenance package which
includes tools and equipment, maintenance training,
maintenance manual, and a maintenance quality
system to ensure your synthetic turf is always in the

MONITORING TOOLS
GreenFields have also developed an easy-to-use set of
tools for measuring the most important elements which
have an influence on performance:
GF Floortest FT5

THE FINAL WHISTLE?

is a tool to measure the thickness of the infill. The
thickness of the infill varies depending on the specific
synthetic turf system. Certain areas need additional

GreenFields believes that sport is far more than just a game. The benefits of sport

infill from time to time. The Floortest FT 5 can help to

go beyond its physical and mental benefits for the individual. It is also vital for the

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

make sure it is done at the right time.

health and strength of societies and global community and an engine for social

The tools and equipment for daily, weekly and monthly

GF 3 in 1 Performance Test

maintenance are a must and warrant a constant quality

The GF 3 in 1 performance test allows measuring the

We are privileged to be part of the world of sports and proud that we can enable

of the synthetic turf system, and in particular the

ball roll, ball bounce and level variations of a synthetic

people all over the world to play their game.“Playing quality for all” is a guiding

condition of the infill material. At least a small tractor,

turf field. The results of these tests are directly

principle that fuels our innovative spirit and drives us to be the best in everything

triangle brush, keystone net, and a decompaction frame

connected with shock absorbency and turning. These

we do.

should be available.

aspects are important indicators of the performance of

best possible condition.

MAINTENANCE TRAINING & MANUAL

change.

a synthetic turf system. If the results do not meet the
expected criteria, the trouble shooting guide included in

The local grounds man will be trained on how to

the GreenFields’ maintenance manual will display the

perform maintenance. Besides training a maintenance

suggested maintenance actions to be taken.

manual will be available with additional documents,
such as a maintenance report (log book), a performance
and testing report and information on how to measure
and register the performance of your system.

From research to development, from design to project, from inception to
completion – GreenFields always strives to be ahead of the game. We have
introduced game-changing technological and sustainable innovations that really
improve the game and truly support social development - beyond the final whistle.

www.greenfields.eu

